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1.1
Introduction

Metallic materials in practical use are normally exposed to corrosion in the
atmospheric and aqueous environments. Metallic corrosion is one of the problems
we have often encountered in our industrialized society; hence it has been studied
comprehensively since the industrial revolution in the late eighteenth century.
Modern corrosion science was set off in the early twentieth century with the
local cell model proposed by Evans [1] and the corrosion potential model proved by
Wagner and Traud [2]. The two models have joined into the modern electrochemical
theory of corrosion, which describes metallic corrosion as a coupled electrochemical
reaction consisting of anodic metal oxidation and cathodic oxidant reduction. The
electrochemical theory is applicable not only to wet corrosion of metals at normal
temperature but also to dry oxidation of metals at high temperature [3].

Metallic materials corrode in a variety of gaseous and aqueous environments. In
this chapter, we restrict ourselves to the most common corrosion of metals in aque-
ous solution and in wet air in the atmosphere. In general, metallic corrosion pro-
duces in its initial stage soluble metal ions in water, and then, the metal ions develop
into solid corrosion precipitates such as metal oxide and hydroxide. We will discuss
the whole process of metallic corrosion from the basic electrochemical standpoint.

1.2
Metallic Corrosion

1.2.1
Basic Processes

The basic process of metallic corrosion in aqueous solution consists of the anodic
dissolution of metals and the cathodic reduction of oxidants present in the solution:

MM → M2+
aq + 2e−

M anodic oxidation (1.1)
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2Oxaq + 2e−
M → 2Red(e−

redox)aq cathodic oxidation (1.2)

In the formulae, MM is the metal in the state of metallic bonding, M2+
aq is the

hydrated metal ion in aqueous solution, e−
M is the electron in the metal, Oxaq is an

oxidant, Red(e−
redox)aq is a reductant, and e−

redox is the redox electron in the reductant.
The overall corrosion reaction is then written as follows:

MM + 2Oxaq → M2+
aq + 2Red(e−

redox)aq (1.3)

These reactions are charge-transfer processes that occur across the interface
between the metal and the aqueous solution, hence they are dependent on the
interfacial potential that essentially corresponds to what is called the electrode
potential of metals in electrochemistry terms. In physics terms, the electrode
potential represents the energy level of electrons, called the Fermi level, in an
electrode immersed in electrolyte.

For normal metallic corrosion, in practice, the cathodic process is carried out
by the reduction of hydrogen ions and/or the reduction of oxygen molecules in
aqueous solution. These two cathodic reductions are electron transfer processes that
occur across the metal–solution interface, whereas anodic metal dissolution is an
ion transfer process across the interface.

1.2.2
Potential-pH Diagram

Thermodynamics shows that an electrode reaction is reversible at its equilibrium
potential, where no net reaction current is observed. We then learn that the anodic
reaction of metallic corrosion may occur only in the potential range more positive
than its equilibrium potential and that the cathodic reaction of oxidant reduction
may occur only in the potential range more negative than its equilibrium potential.
Moreover, it is known that metallic corrosion in aqueous solution is dependent not
only on the electrode potential but also on the acidity and basicity of the solution,
that is, the solution pH.

The thermodynamic prediction of metallic corrosion was thus illustrated by
Pourbaix [4] in the form of potential–pH diagrams, as shown for iron corrosion
in Figure 1.1. The corrosion of metallic iron may occur in the potential–pH
region where hydrated ferrous ions Fe2+, ferric ions Fe3+, and hydroxo-ferrous
ions Fe(OH)−3 are stable. No iron corrosion occurs in the region where metallic
iron is thermodynamically stable at relatively negative electrode potentials. In the
regions where solid iron oxides and hydroxides are stable, no iron corrosion into
water is expected to develop and the iron surface is covered with solid oxide
films. In the diagram, we also see the equilibrium potentials of the hydrogen and
oxygen electrode reactions. Atmospheric oxygen may cause iron corrosion in the
potential range more negative than the oxygen equilibrium potential, EO2/H2O,
while hydrogen ions in aqueous solution may carry iron corrosion in the potential
range more negative than the hydrogen equilibrium potential, EH+/H2O.
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Figure 1.1 Potential–pH diagram for iron corrosion in water at room temperature.
EO2/H2O is the equilibrium potential for the oxygen electrode reaction, EH+/H2O is the
equilibrium potential for the hydrogen electrode reaction, and VNHE is volt on the normal
hydrogen electrode scale [4].

We note that the potential–pH diagram normally assumes metallic corrosion in
pure water containing no foreign solutes. The presence of foreign solutes in aqueous
solution may affect the corrosion and anticorrosion regions in the potential–pH
diagram. We see in the literature a number of potential–pH diagrams for metallic
corrosion in the presence of foreign solutes such as chloride and sulfides [4, 5].

1.2.3
Corrosion Potential

An electrode of metal corroding in aqueous solution has an electrode potential,
which is called the corrosion potential. As a matter of course, the corrosion potential
stands somewhere in the range between the equilibrium potential of the anodic
metal dissolution and that of the cathodic oxidant reduction. It comes from the
kinetics of metallic corrosion that at the corrosion potential, the anodic oxidation
current of the metal dissolution is equal to the cathodic reduction current of the
oxidant. The corrosion kinetics is usually described by the electrode potential versus
reaction current curves of both the anodic oxidation and the cathodic reduction,
as schematically shown in Figure 1.2, which electrochemists call the polarization

curves of corrosion reactions. We see in Figure 1.2 that the intersecting point of the
anodic and cathodic polarization curves represents the state of corrosion, namely,
the corrosion potential and the corrosion current. We then realize that the corrosion
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Figure 1.2 Conceptual potential–current curves of anodic and cathodic reactions for metal-
lic corrosion; ia is the anodic reaction current, ic is the cathodic reaction current, icorr is the
corrosion current, Ea is the equilibrium potential of the anodic reaction, Ec is the equilib-
rium potential of the cathodic reaction, and Ecorr is the corrosion potential.

potential is determined by both the anodic and cathodic polarization curves of the
corrosion reactions.

The corrosion rate of metals may be controlled by either the anodic or the
cathodic reaction. In most cases of metallic corrosion, the cathodic hydrogen ion
reduction controls the rate of metallic corrosion in acidic solution, while in neutral
solution, the cathodic oxygen reduction preferentially controls the corrosion rate.
If the corrosion potential comes out far away from the equilibrium potential of the
cathodic reaction, the corrosion rate will be controlled by the cathodic reaction. In
practice, we see that metallic corrosion is often controlled by the oxygen diffusion
toward the corroding metal surface, in which the corrosion potential is far more
negative than the oxygen equilibrium potential.

1.2.4
Anodic Metal Dissolution

Electrochemical kinetics gives the reaction current, ia, of anodic metal dissolution
as an exponential function of the electrode potential, E, of the metal as follows:

ia = Ka exp
(

αaE

kT

)
(1.4)

In Eq. (1.4), Ka and αa are parameters. The anodic dissolution current of metallic
iron, in fact, increases exponentially with the anodic electrode potential in acid
solution as shown in Figure 1.3 [6].

Anodic metal dissolution depends not only on the electrode potential but also
on the acidity and foreign solutes present in the aqueous solution. It is a received
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Figure 1.3 Potential–current curves for corroding iron in sulfuric acid solution at pH 1.7
at 25 ◦C; VSCE is the volt on the saturated calomel electrode scale [6].

understanding that the anodic dissolution current of metallic iron depends on
the concentration of hydroxide ions in the solution. Hydrated anions other than
hydroxide ions also have some effects on the anodic metal dissolution. Hydrated
hydroxide ions are found to accelerate the anodic iron dissolution in weekly
acidic solution; whereas they decelerate (hydrated hydrogen ions accelerate) the
iron dissolution in strongly acidic solution [7]. Furthermore, in acidic solution,
hydrated chloride ions accelerate the anodic iron dissolution in relatively con-
centrated chloride solution, while they inhibit the iron dissolution in relatively
dilute chloride solution [7]. These facts suggest that anions of different sorts com-
pete with one another in participating in the process of anodic metal dissolution
probably through their adsorption on the metal surface forming activated inter-
mediates, such as FeOH+

ad and FeCl+ad, which will determine the metal dissolution
rate [7].

It is worth noting that, in general, the surface of metal is soft acid in the Lewis
acid–base concept [8] and tends to adsorb ions and molecules of soft base, forming
covalent bonds between the metal surface and the adsorbates. It is also noteworthy
that as the anodic metal potential increases in the more positive direction, the
Lewis acidity of the metal surface may gradually turn from soft acid to hard acid.
The anions of soft base adsorbed in the range of less positive potentials are then
replaced in the range of more positive potentials by anions of hard base such as
hydroxide ions and water molecules. In general, iodide ions I−, sulfide ions S−,
and thiocyanate ions SCN− are the soft bases, while hydroxide ions OH−, fluoride
ions F−, chloride ions Cl−, phosphate ions PO3−

4 , sulfate ions SO2−
4 , and chromate
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ions CrO2−
4 are the hard bases. Bromide ions Br− and sulfurous ions SO2−

3 stand
somewhere between the soft base and the hard base.

1.2.5
Cathodic Oxidant Reduction

The cathodic current, ic, of oxidant reduction is also an exponential function of the
electrode potential, E, of the metal as follows:

ic = Kc exp
(−αcE

kT

)
(1.5)

For metallic iron in acid solution, where the hydrogen ion reduction carries the
cathodic reaction of corrosion, the cathodic current increases exponentially with
increasing cathodic electrode potential in the more negative direction as shown in
Figure 1.3.

The cathodic reaction for usual metallic corrosion is carried by the hydrogen
reaction and/or the oxygen reaction. For the hydrogen reaction, there are two
cathodic processes that produce hydrogen gas at metal electrodes: one is the
reduction of hydrogen ions and the other is the reduction of water molecules.

2H+
aq + 2e−

M → H2,gas (1.6)

2H2O + 2e−
M → H2,gas + 2OH−

aq (1.7)

Hydrogen ion reduction preferentially occurs in acidic solution, and its reaction
current increases with increasing hydrogen ion concentration. Water molecule
reduction occurs in weakly acidic and neutral solutions. The cathodic polarization
curves (potential–current curves) of these two reactions are different from each
other. The cathodic current of hydrogen ion reduction increases with increasing
cathodic electrode potential until it reaches a limiting current of hydrogen ion
diffusion toward the metal surface, and beyond a certain cathodic potential, the
cathodic current of water molecule reduction emerges and increases with the
cathodic electrode potential [9].

For oxygen reduction, similarly, there are two cathodic processes: one involves
hydrogen ions and the other requires water molecules.

O2,gas + 4H+
aq + 4e−

M → 2H2O (1.8)

O2,gas + 2H2O + 4e−
M → 4OH−

aq (1.9)

The oxygen reduction involving hydrogen ions takes place preferentially in acidic
solution with the reaction current limited not only by the oxygen diffusion but
also by the hydrogen ion diffusion toward the metal surface; whereas the oxygen
reduction requiring water molecules develops in neutral and alkaline solutions
and its reaction current is limited by the oxygen diffusion [9]. It is most likely in
practical environments that the corrosion of metals is controlled by the diffusion
of oxygen toward the surface of corroding metals.
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1.3
Metallic Passivity

1.3.1
Passivity of Metals

Metallic passivity was discovered in 1790 by Keir [10], who found that metallic iron
violently corroding in the active state in concentrated nitric acid solution suddenly
turned into the passive state where almost no corrosion was observed. It was not
until 1960s that we confirmed the presence of an oxide film several nanometers
thick on the surface of passivated metals [11]. Latest overviews on metallic passivity
may be referred to in the literature of corrosion science [12].

We illustrate metallic passivity with the potential–current curve of anodic metal
dissolution for metallic iron, nickel, and chromium in acid solution as shown
in Figure 1.4. Anodic metal passivation occurs at a certain potential, called the
passivation potential, EP, beyond which the anodic current of metal dissolution
drastically decreases to a negligible level. It is an observed fact that the passivation
potential depends on the solution acidity, lineally shifting in the more positive
direction with decreasing solution pH. This fact thermodynamically suggests that
metallic passivity is caused by the formation of an oxide film on the metal, which
is extremely thin and invisible to the naked eye.
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Figure 1.4 Potential–current curves for anodic dissolution of iron Fe, nickel Ni, and
chromium Cr in 0.5 mol m−3 sulfuric acid solution at 25 ◦C; O2 is anodic oxygen evolution
current.
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In the potential range of passivity, a nanometer-thin oxide film is formed on the
metal, which is called the passive film. The film grows in thickness with increasing
anodic potential at the rate of 1–3 nm V−1 equivalent to an electric field of 106 –107

V cm−1 across the film [13]. For most of the iron group metals, the passive film is
less than several nanometers in thickness in the potential region where it is stable.
For some metals such as aluminum and titanium, the passive oxide film can be
made thick up to several hundred nanometers by increasing anodic potential; the
thick oxide is frequently called the anodic oxide.

In the potential range where the passive state is stable, as shown in Figure 1.4,
the metal anode normally holds an extremely small, potential-independent metal
dissolution current, which is equivalent to the dissolution rate of the passive film
itself. We see that the anodic metal dissolution current in the passive state is
controlled by the dissolution rate of the passive film. The potential-independent
dissolution of passive metals results from the fact that the interfacial potential
between the passive oxide film and the solution, which controls the film dissolution
rate, remains constant independent of the anodic potential, although depending
on the solution pH [12, 14, 15].

For some metals, the passive state turns beyond a certain potential to be what
is called the transpassive state, where the anodic dissolution current for the most
part increases exponentially with the anodic potential as shown in Figure 1.4.
The anodic metal dissolution in the transpassive state is thus controlled by
the potential-dependent dissolution of the transpassive film. In the transpassive
potential range, the interfacial potential between the film and the solution is not
constant but depends on the anodic potential of the metal. The passive film is stable
as long as the Fermi level (the electrode potential) of the metal anode is within the
band gap of electron energy between the conduction and valence bands of the film,
a situation which realizes the nonmetallic nature of the interface and hence makes
the interfacial potential independent of the metal potential [12, 14, 15]. As the anodic
potential increases, the Fermi level finally reaches the valence band edge of the film
at the film–solution interface and the quasi-metallization (electronic degeneracy)
is realized at the same. The film–solution interfacial potential, hence, turns to
be dependent on the anodic metal potential, and as a result, potential-dependent
transpassive dissolution occurs beyond the transpassivation potential, ETP.

Let us see the anodic metal dissolution of iron, nickel, and chromium in acid
solution as shown in Figure 1.4. While going into solution as hydrated ferrous
ions in the active state, metallic iron in the passive state dissolves in the form of
hydrated ferric ions, indicating that the passive film is ferric oxide, Fe2O3.

2Fe + 3H2O → Fe2O3 + 6H+
aq + 6e−

M passive film formation (1.10)

Fe2O3 + 6H+
aq → 2Fe3+

aq + 3H2O passive film dissolution (1.11)

These two reactions proceed simultaneously, maintaining the passive film at a
steady thickness, which increases with increasing anodic potential.
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Anodic nickel dissolution produces divalent nickel ions both in the active and
passive states, implying that the passive film is divalent nickel oxide.

Ni + H2O → NiO + 2H+
aq + e−

M passive film formation (1.12)

NiO + 2H+
aq → Ni2+

aq + H2O passive film dissolution (1.13)

In the transpassive state, as mentioned earlier, the film dissolution rate is potential
dependent in contrast to the passive state in which it is potential independent.
Since the dissolution current increases with the anodic potential, the thickness of
the transpassive film seems to decrease with the anodic potential in the steady
state. Beyond the transpassive potential range of nickel, the transpassive divalent
oxide film is assumed to change near the oxygen evolution potential into a trivalent
oxide film causing a decrease in the anodic nickel dissolution current [11].

For chromium, the anodic dissolution produces divalent chromium ions in
the active state and the passivation occurs forming an extremely thin, trivalent
chromium oxide film on the metal surface.

2Cr + 3H2O → Cr2O3 + 6H+
aq + 6e−

M passive film formation (1.14)

Cr2O3 + 6H+
aq → 2Cr3+

aq + 3H2O passive film dissolution (1.15)

Cr2O3 + 5H2O + 6e−
M → 2CrO4,aq

2− + 10H+
aq transpassive film

dissolution (1.16)

The transpassive dissolution of metallic chromium is the oxidative dissolution of
trivalent chromic oxide into soluble hexavalent chromate ions in acidic solution;
hence the anodic transpassive dissolution proceeds through the formation of a
chromic oxide film on the metal surface.

1.3.2
Passivation of Metals

A metallic electrode may be made passive if its corrosion potential is held in the
potential range of passivity. The corrosion potential is determined, as mentioned
earlier, by both the anodic metal dissolution current and the cathodic oxidant
reduction current. As shown in Figure 1.5, the corrosion potential remains in the
active state as long as the cathodic current is less than the maximum current of
anodic metal dissolution; whereas it goes to the passive potential range when the
cathodic current exceeds the anodic dissolution current. An unstable passive state
arises if the cathodic potential–current curve crosses the anodic potential–current
curve at two potentials, one in the passive state and the other in the active state.
A metallic electrode in the unstable passive state, once its passivity breaks down,
never repassivates because the cathodic current of oxidant reduction is insufficient
in magnitude for the activated metal to clear its anodic dissolution current peak.

It has been observed that metallic nickel corrodes in acidic solution but passivates
in basic solution: the transition from the active corrosion to passivation occurs at
pH 6 in sulfate solution [16]. The corrosion of nickel in weakly acidic and neutral
solutions is controlled by cathodic oxygen reduction whose current is limited by
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Figure 1.5 Passivation of metals and its stability. (a) Active corrosion, (b) unstable passiv-
ity, (c) stable passivity; ia is the anodic current and ic is the cathodic current.

the oxygen diffusion toward the metal surface. The nickel dissolution current peak
in the active state decreases with increasing solution pH and becomes less than
the cathodic oxygen diffusion current beyond pH 6. Consequently, metallic nickel
passivates in a solution more basic than pH 6, which is called the passivation pH of
nickel.

Let us see the oxidizing agent of nitrite ion NO−
2 that provides a cathodic reaction

for the corrosion and passivation of metallic iron in weakly acidic and neutral
solutions.

NO−
2,aq + 5H2O + 6e−

M → NH3 + 7OH−
aq cathodic reaction (1.17)

2Fe → 2Fe2+
aq + 4e−

M

2Fe + 3H2O → Fe2O3 + 6H+
aq + 6e−

M anodic reaction (1.18)

Metallic iron remains in the active state if the cathodic reaction current is insufficient
for the metal to passivate; whereas it turns out to be passive forming a surface film
of ferric oxide if the cathodic reaction current surmounts the metal dissolution
current peak. Owing to its relatively more-positive redox potential and its greater
reaction current, an amount of nitrite salt readily brings metallic iron into the
passive state, and thus, it provides an effective passivating reagent for iron and
steel.

It is also noted that chromate ions, CrO2−
4 , oxidize metallic iron to form a passive

film of chromic–ferric mixed oxides on the metal surface.

CrO4,aq
2− + 10H2O + 6e−

M → Cr2O3 + 5H2O cathodic reaction (1.19)

2Fe + 3H2O → Fe2O3 + 6H+
aq + 6e−

M anodic reaction (1.20)

Chromate is one of the strongest oxidants to passivate metallic materials. In the
same way, molybdate and tungstate may also make metallic iron passive, although
their oxidizing capacity may not always be sufficient.
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1.3.3
Passive Films

The passive oxide film on metals is very thin, of the order of several nanometers,
and hence, sensitive to the environment in which it is formed. In the formation and
growth processes of the film, the oxide ions migrate from the solution across the
film to the metal–oxide interface forming an inner oxide layer, while the metal ions
migrate from the metal to the oxide–solution interface to react with adsorbed water
molecules and solute anions forming an outer oxide layer, which occasionally
incorporates anions other than oxide ions into itself. The anion incorporation
occurs only when the migrating metal ions react with the adsorbed anions. The
ratio of the thickness of the outer anion-incorporating layer to the overall layer is
expressed by the transport number, τM, of the metal ion migration during the film
growth. The transport number was found to be τM= 0.7–0.8 for an anodic oxide
film 65 nm thick formed on aluminum in phosphate solution [17].

The passive film is mostly amorphous, but as the film grows thicker, it may turn
to be crystalline. For the passivity of metallic titanium in sulfuric acid solution, the
passive film appears to change from amorphous to crystalline beyond the anodic
potential of about 8 V, probably because of the internal stress created in the film
[18]. The passive film is either an insulator or a semiconductor. For metallic iron,
titanium, tin, niobium, and tungsten, the passive film is an n-type semiconductor
with donors in high concentration. Some metals such as metallic nickel, chromium,
and copper make the passive film a p-type semiconductor oxide. The passive films
on metallic aluminum, tantalum, and hafnium are insulator oxides.

We may classify the passive oxide films into two categories: the network former
(glass former) and the the network modifier [19]. The network former, which
includes metallic silicon, aluminum, titanium, zirconium, and molybdenum,
normally forms a single-layered oxide film. On the other hand, the network
modifier, which includes metallic iron, nickel, cobalt, and copper, tends to form a
multilayered oxide film, such as a cobalt oxide film, consisting of an inner divalent
oxide layer and an outer trivalent oxide layer (Co/CoO/Co2O3). High-valence metal
oxides normally appear to be more corrosion resistive than low-valence metal
oxides. The anodic formation of network-forming oxides is most likely carried
through the inward oxide ion migration to the metal–oxide interface and hence
will probably produce a dehydrated compact film containing no foreign anions
other than oxide ions; whereas, network-modifying oxides appear to grow through
the outward metal ion migration to the oxide–solution interface forming a more
or less defective film occasionally containing foreign anions.

It is worth noting that since the passive film is so extremely thin, electrons easily
transfer across the film by the quantum mechanical electron tunneling mechanism,
irrespective of whether the passive film is an insulator or a semiconductor. By
contrast, however, no ionic tunneling is allowed to occur across the passive film.
The passive film thus constitutes a barrier layer to ion transfer but not to electron
transfer. Any redox electron transfer reaction is therefore allowed to occur on the
passive film-covered metal surface just like on the metal surface without any film.
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1.3.4
Chloride-Breakdown of Passive Films

The passive film on metals may break down in the presence of aggressive ions,
such as chloride ions, in solution, and the breakdown site may trigger a localized
corrosion of the underlying metals. The chloride-breakdown of passive films, in
general, occurs beyond a certain potential, which we call the film breakdown potential,
Eb. Either repassivation or pitting corrosion then follows at the breakdown site,
as schematically shown in Figure 1.6. Pitting corrosion is also characterized by a
threshold potential, called the pitting potential, Epit, above which pitting grows but
below which pitting ceases to occur. These two potentials, Eb and Epit, are influenced
by the concentrations of chloride ions and hydrogen ions in the solution.

There is a marginal chloride concentration below which no film breakdown oc-
curs. For chloride-breakdown of the passive film on metallic iron, the concentration
of chloride ions required for the film breakdown depends on the film thickness,
defects in the film, the electric field intensity in the film, and pH of the solution
[20]. It is also found that the passive film locally dissolves and thins down before
the underlying metal begins pitting at the film breakdown site [21, 22]. It is then
likely that the film breakdown results not from a mechanical rupture but from a
localized mode of film dissolution because of the adsorption of chloride ions.

It is frequently seen that the passive film preferentially breaks down at the sites
of crystal grain boundaries, nonmetallic inclusions, and flaws on the metal surface.
For stainless steels, the passivity breakdown and pit initiation most likely occur at
the site of nonmetallic inclusions of MnS. It is noted that any localized phenomena
are nondeterministic and in general, somehow stochastic. Chloride-breakdown
of passive films on stainless steels was found to come out in accordance with a
stochastic distribution [23, 24].

The pitting potential, Epit, at which pitting begins to grow, arises at a potential
either more positive (more anodic) or less positive (more cathodic) than the film

Transpassive state

Pitting corrosion

Unstable pitting

Stable passive state

Active state
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Figure 1.6 Schematic potential–current curves for metallic passivation, passive-film
breakdown, pitting dissolution, and transpassivation; Eb is the film breakdown potential,
Epit is the pitting potential, EP is the passivation potential, and ETP is the transpassivation
potential.
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breakdown potential, Eb. When the film breakdown potential is less-positive than
the pitting potential, the breakdown site repassivates, as we observe for some
stainless steels in acid solution [25]. On the other hand, pitting corrosion follows
film breakdown when the film breakdown potential emerges more positive than
the pitting potential, as we observe for metallic iron in acid solution [22].

For the mechanism of chloride-breakdown of passive films, one of the currently
prevailing models is the ionic point defect model that assumes injection of metal
ion vacancies into the passive film at the adsorption site of chloride ions. The
ionic point defects thus injected migrate to and accumulate at the metal–film
interface, finally creating a void there to break the film down [26]. Another model
is the electronic point defect model that assumes injection of an electronic defect
level localized at the film–solution interface. The electronic interfacial state thus
injected causes local quasi-metallization at the adsorption site of chloride ions,
finally resulting in a local mode of film dissolution [14, 15, 27]. There have also
been several chemical models for passivity breakdown, which more or less assume
the formation of a soluble chloride complex at the chloride adsorption site.

We note at the end that the passivity breakdown is different from the pitting that
follows: the former is a process associated with the passive film itself, whereas the
underlying metal is responsible for the latter.

1.4
Localized Corrosion

1.4.1
Pitting Corrosion

Pitting corrosion of metals in general occurs in the potential range more positive
than the pitting potential, Epit [28]. For usual stainless steel in 1 mol dm−3 sodium
chloride solution, the pitting potential arises around +0.3 V on the normal hydrogen
electrode (NHE) scale [29]. Once metallic pitting sets in, the anodic metal dissolution
current increases with the anodic potential as schematically shown in Figure 1.6.
The pit initially grows in a semispherical shape with the pit solution that acidifies
and concentrates in soluble metal salts. For 304 stainless steels in neutral chloride
media at pH = 6 ∼ 8, the local pH in the pit falls down to pH = 1 ∼ 2 [29]. The
kinetics of pit dissolution appears to be different from that of metal dissolution
in the active state. The pitting dissolution current density, ipit, is given by an
exponential function of the anodic potential, E.

E = a + b log ipit (1.21)

In acid solution, the coefficient b (Tafel constant) is 0.20 V for metallic iron [30]
and 0.30 V for stainless steel [29]. These Tafel constants are much greater than
those (0.03 ∼ 0.1 V) normally observed for anodic metal dissolution in the active
state. The metal dissolution in the pit proceeds in an acidified, concentrated salt
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Figure 1.7 Schematic potential–current curves for metallic pitting dissolution, and pit
repassivation; rpit is the pit radius (r′pit > rpit), E∗

P is the passivation–depassivation potential
for the critical pit solution, and EP is the passivation–depassivation potential for the solu-
tion outside the pit.

solution with an electropolishing mode of dissolution, which is different from the
usual mode of metal dissolution in the potential range of the active state.

As the electrode potential of pitting metal is made more negative, we come to a
certain potential at which the pitting metal dissolution ceases to occur, resulting
in repassivation of the pit, a certain potential which we call the pit-repassivation
potential, ER. The pit-repassivation potential is found to move more negative with
increasing pit size, as schematically shown in Figure 1.7. We may then assume that
a pit embryo takes a certain critical size at the pitting potential, Epit, at which the
pitting starts to occur. For stainless steel in acidic chloride solution, the smallest
pit size for the initiation of pitting was estimated at 0.01–0.02 mm [29].

From the kinetics of pitting dissolution and mass transport in a semispherical
pit, it is deduced that the pit-repassivation potential ER is a logarithmic function of
pit radius rpit [29].

ER = a + b log rpit (1.22)

We in fact observe that a logarithmic dependence of the pit-repassivation potential
on the pit radius is held for stainless steel in acid solution [31].

It appears that the pitting mode of metal dissolution requires highly concentrated
acidic chloride in the pit solution, whose chloride ions must be more concentrated
than a certain critical value, c∗

Cl− . For usual stainless steel in acid solution, the

critical chloride concentration was estimated to be c∗
Cl− = 1.8 kmol m−3 [29].

The pit solution is also highly acidified to keep running a polishing mode of
pitting dissolution and preventing the pit from repassivation at potentials more
positive than ER. The critical chloride concentration, c∗

Cl− , is thus accompanied
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with a critical level of acidity, c∗
H+ , above which no pit repassivation occurs. The

critical chloride–hydrogen ion concentration, c∗
H+ (c∗

Cl− ), will then determine the
pit stability. Pitting corrosion continues occurring if cH+ (cCl− ) ≥ c∗

H+ (c∗
Cl− ), but

repassivation occurs if cH+ (cCl− ) < c∗
H+ (c∗

Cl− ).
Metallic passivity in general occurs beyond the passivation potential, EP, which

becomes more positive with increasing solution acidity as mentioned earlier. It may
hence be accepted that even for the critically acidified pit solution, the passivation
potential may occur, which we call the critical passivation–depassivation potential,
E∗

P, for the acidified pit solution. The E∗
P obviously stands much more positive than

the normal passivation potential, EP, for the solution outside the pit. It appears,
then, that as the repassivation potential, ER, of the pit goes down more negative
than the critical depassivation potential E∗

P, pit repassivation never occurs, and that
pitting corrosion in the electropolishing mode turns to be the usual mode of active
metal dissolution with the metal potential falling down into the range of the active
state.

Figure 1.8 schematically shows that the pit-repassivation potential ER intersects
with the critical depassivation potential E∗

P at a certain pit radius, r∗
pit, which is the

largest size of the pit that is repassivable. A corroding pit never repassivates if it
grows greater than its largest repassivable size r∗

pit.
The foregoing discussion indicates that both the pit-repassivation potential ER

and the critical depassivation potential E∗
P play a primary role in the stability

of pitting corrosion of metals. For pitting corrosion to occur, a pit embryo first
breaks out at a potential in the range of passivity, where the metal surface
remains passive except for the pit site. As the pit grows in size, its repassivation
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Figure 1.8 Schematic potential–size curves for metallic pitting and pit repassivation: r∗pit is

the maximum radius of repassivable pits, r0
pit is the critical size of pit embryos, and Ecorr is

the corrosion potential of pitting metal.
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potential ER goes down more negative, while the critical depassivation potential E∗
P

stays constant for the occluded pit solution at the critical chloride–hydrogen ion
concentration, c∗

H+ (c∗
Cl− ). It then appears that a corroding pit repassivates in the

potential range between ER and E∗
P as long as its repassivation potential is more

positive than the critical depassivation potential (ER > E∗
P). By contrast, a corroding

pit never passivates if its repassivation potential goes down more negative than the
critical depassivation potential (ER < E∗

P), and consequently, no pit repassivation is
expected to occur for the corrosion pit growing greater than the largest repassivable
size, r∗

pit. The mode of local corrosion then changes from pitting corrosion to active
pit corrosion, namely, from electropolishing to active dissolution.

The corrosion potential, as mentioned earlier, is controlled by the cathodic
oxidant reduction. In the case of pitting corrosion, the cathodic reaction mainly
occurs on the passive metal surface other than the pitting site. It is also known
that the corrosion potential is made more positive and stable with increasing
intensity and capacity of the oxidant reduction that supplies the cathodic current
for corrosion. With the greater capacity of the cathodic reaction, the corrosion
potential remains stable at relatively more positive potentials and the pit may
be allowed to grow until its size exceeds the limiting value of repassivable pits,
r∗

pit, before the potential falls down to its repassivation potential. Hence, no pit
repassivation occurs as schematically shown in Figure 1.8. With the smaller capacity
of the cathodic reaction, in contrast, the corrosion potential falls more steeply to
the pit-repassivation potential before the pit grows over its limiting size of r∗

pit, and
hence pit repassivation results.

We also note that the pitting potential is made more positive by lowering tem-
perature until it reaches a certain temperature, called the critical pitting temperature,
below which no pitting occurs [32]. For 316 stainless steels in sea water, the
critical pitting temperature was about 30 ◦C [33]. Criterions of the temperature and
potential for pitting corrosion all result from the stability requirement of pitting as
described above.

1.4.2
Crevice Corrosion

Crevice corrosion is a type of localized corrosion that arises in structural crevices in
the presence of chloride ions in aqueous solution. It normally occurs when the gap
of a crevice is thinner than a certain width of the order of micrometers, which was
estimated at 30–40 µm for usual stainless steel in acid solution [34]. The anodic
metal dissolution in a crevice is usually coupled with the cathodic oxidant reduction
that occurs outside the crevice, forming a local corrosion cell that involves the
migration of hydrated ions through the crevice. For crevice corrosion to occur, a
certain induction period is hence required to create a local corrosion cell between
the inside and the outside of the crevice.

In general, crevice corrosion ceases growing in the potential range more negative
than a certain critical potential, which we call the crevice protection potential, Ecrev.
Figure 1.9 schematically shows that the crevice is protected from corroding as the
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Figure 1.9 Schematic potential–current curves for anodic dissolution of a cylindrical
crevice in stainless steel in neutral solutions at three different chloride ion concentrations;
Icrev is the anodic crevice corrosion current, cCl− is the chloride ion concentration outside
the crevice, Ecrev is the crevice protection potential, and I∗crev is the crevice corrosion current
at Ecrev [34].

potential of the corroding crevice is made more negative than the crevice protection
potential. The protection potential, Ecrev, goes more negative with increasing
chloride ion concentration, cCl− outside the crevice [34].

Ecrev = E0
crev − α log cCl− (1.23)

The threshold crevice corrosion current, I∗
crev, at the protection potential Ecrev is

also found to be a linear function of the chloride ion concentration [34].

I∗
crev = I0

crev − βcCl−

β ∝ 1

hcrev
(1.24)

The coefficient, β, is found to be inversely proportional to the crevice depth, hcrev

[35].
It is the acidification of the occluded crevice solution that sets off crevice

corrosion. The critical acidity that sets off crevice corrosion is equal to what is called
the passivation–depassivation pH, above which the crevice passivates spontaneously
and below which it remains in the active state. The passivation potential of
the crevice metal at the passivation–depassivation pH provides the characteristic
protection potential, E∗

crev, within the crevice. The actual potential that we measure
involves an IR drop, �EIR, caused by the ionic current through the crevice. From
the kinetics of metal dissolution and mass transport, it is revealed that the crevice
protection potential, Ecrev, for a cylindrical crevice is a logarithmic function of the
crevice depth, hcrev [35, 36].

Ecrev = E∗
crev + �EIR = a − b log hcrev (1.25)
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We see that a linear relationship holds between the crevice protection potential,
Ecrev, and the logarithm of the crevice depth, log hcrev, for a corrosion crevice of
stainless steel in acid solution [35, 36].

No crevice corrosion occurs below a certain temperature called the critical crevice
corrosion temperature, a situation which equates with the critical pitting temperature
described earlier. The critical crevice temperature for stainless steel in seawater
appears to be lower than the critical pitting temperature [37]. The crevice corrosion
temperature has actually been used as a measure to evaluate metallic materials for
their susceptibility to crevice corrosion.

1.4.3
Potential–Dimension Diagram

From the foregoing discussion, we illustrate the stability of pitting and crevice
corrosion in a potential–dimension diagram made up of the corrosion potential
and the dimension of pitting and crevice corrosion, as schematically shown in
Figure 1.10 [35, 36]. In general, as mentioned earlier, a corrosion pit first breaks out
on the passivated surface of metals at the corrosion potential more positive than
the pitting potential, Epit, and it then grows in its size with a fall of the corrosion
potential in the more negative direction.

If the supply of the cathodic current is insufficient for corrosion, the corrosion
potential is rather unstable and readily falls down in the more negative direction
with a relatively small rate of pit growth. Since the repassivation potential, ER,
of the small pit stands more positive than the critical depassivation potential E∗

P

for the pit solution, the falling corrosion potential reaches ER before arriving
at E∗

P, and consequently, the small pit repassivates into the noncorrosive state.
In contrast, if a sufficient supply of the cathodic current is available for pitting
corrosion, the pit grows rather fast at relatively positive potentials until its size
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Figure 1.10 Schematic
potential–dimension diagram for lo-
calized corrosion of stainless steel in
aqueous solution [35, 36].
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exceeds the critical value, r∗
pit, beyond which no pit repassivation is expected to

occur. The corrosion potential then gradually falls down to the critical depassivation
potential, E∗

P, before reaching the pit-repassivation potential, ER, and hence the
pitting corrosion finally changes to the active mode of pit corrosion. We then see in
the potential–dimension diagram that pitting corrosion progresses in the region
in which the corrosion potential is more positive than both the pit-repassivation
potential ER and the critical depassivation potential E∗

P, whereas it repassivates back
to the passive state in the region in which the corrosion potential stands more
negative than the pit-repassivation potential ER and more positive than the critical
depassivation potential E∗

P.
In general, crevice corrosion breaks out in the region where the corrosion

potential, Ecorr, is more positive than the crevice protection potential, Ecrev, at
which the crevice solution is acidified to the passivation–depassivation pH of
the crevice metal. We see in Figure 1.10 that no crevice corrosion is expected to
break out in the region where the corrosion potential is more negative than the
crevice protection potential. A corroding crevice may be made passive by shifting
its corrosion potential into the region more negative than the crevice protection
potential Ecrev.

1.5
Corrosion Rust

1.5.1
Rust in Corrosion

Metallic corrosion in general produces metal ions oxidized in the hydrated form
and then precipitates a mass of corrosion rust in the solid form. Hydrated metal
ions are mostly hard Lewis acids and tend to combine with chemical species of hard
Lewis bases such as hydroxide ions, chloride ions, sulfate ions, and phosphate ions
to form somewhat covalent or ionic compounds in the soluble or insoluble state.
Both soluble and insoluble corrosion products influence the subsequent progress
in metallic corrosion, causing either corrosion acceleration or inhibition [38–40].
We examine in this chapter insoluble corrosion products, that is, corrosion rust.

Localized corrosion normally involves the transport of hydrated ions in the
corrosion cell: anions migrate from the cathodic reaction site to the anodic reaction
site, and cations migrate in the reverse direction. In the presence of a substantial
mass of corrosion rust on the metal surface, the ionic migration occurs through
the rust precipitate, and the occluded solution directly in contact with the metal
under the rust may change its concentration in aggressive ions if the ions migrate
selectively across the rust. The ion-selective nature of the rust, therefore, plays an
influential role in the corrosion of rust-covered metals.

Corrosion rust in general is more or less ion selective, and its ion selectivity is
determined by the fixed ionic charge in the more-or-less porous rust. The rust is
anion selective if the fixed charge is positive, while it is cation selective if the fixed
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charge is negative. Aluminum oxide is anion selective in neutral sodium chloride
solution and turns to be cation selective in basic sodium hydroxide solution [41].
Oxides such as hydrous ferric oxide, nickel oxide, and chromic oxide are anion
selective in neutral chloride solution [42–44]. The ion selectivity of corrosion rust
is normally estimated in terms of the transference number, τ , of migrating ions
through the rust. It is found with a hydrous ferric oxide layer that τCl− = −0.94
and τNa+ = 0.06, indicating that ferric oxide is anion selective in neutral sodium
chloride solution [45]. The transference number of water, τH2O, also estimates the
osmotic flow of water through the rust [46].

Normally, metal hydroxides are anion selective in acidic solution and turns to be
cation selective beyond a certain pH, called the isoelectric point pHiso; pHiso = 10.3
for ferric oxide, and pHiso = 5.8 for ferric–ferrous oxide [47]. Because of its effect
on the ionic fixed charge, the adsorption of multivalent ions exerts a significant role
on the ion selectivity of hydrous metal oxides. We see, for instance, that hydrous
ferric oxide that is anion selective in neutral chloride solution turns to be cation
selective with the adsorption of multivalent anions such as divalent sulfate ions,
divalent molybdate ions, and trivalent phosphate ions [44, 47].

Metallic corrosion, as mentioned earlier, requires not only ionic transfer and
migration but also electronic transfer at the surface of metals and rust deposits. It
appears that corrosion rust mostly falls in the category of electronic semiconductors,
whose electronic energy band structure differs from that of metals. For metals,
the Fermi level, εF, (the electrode potential, E,) is in the conduction band where
electrons are freely mobile, whereas for semiconductors, the Fermi level, εF, is
located in the forbidden band gap where no freely mobile electrons are allowed to
be present. The cathodic reaction involving electron transfer, therefore, proceeds
differently on the metal and on the semiconductor. Metallic corrosion receives, as a
result, an influence from the electron-selective nature of the rust. It is also apparent
that the electrode potential of the rust formed on the metal may be either more
positive or more negative than the corrosion potential of the metal, depending
on whether the rust is n-type or p-type. Normally, iron oxide and zinc oxide are
n-type oxides, while nickel oxide and copper oxide are p-type oxides. The presence
of semiconducting rust in contact with metals may have an electronic influence to
a certain extent on the metallic corrosion. We will discuss in the following sections
how the ionic and the electronic character of corrosion rust affect metallic corrosion.

1.5.2
Ion-Selective Rust

Let us suppose that anodic metal corrosion is in progress under an anion-selective
rust layer in aqueous solution containing chloride ions, with the cathodic reaction
occurring somewhere away from the anodic corrosion site. The anodic metal
dissolution current in the local corrosion cell carries chloride ions from the outside
solution through the corrosion rust layer into an occluded solution under the
layer, as schematically shown in Figure 1.11. Accumulation of chloride ions in the
occluded solution under the rust layer finally reaches a stationary level at which
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Figure 1.11 Anion-selective and cation-selective rust layers on corroding metals: (a)
anion-selective rust makes the occluded water acidify and (b) cation-selective rust makes
the occluded water basify; M is the metal, Win is the occluded water under the rust, and
Wout is the water outside the rust.

the inward migration equals the outward diffusion of the ions. Furthermore, the
inward chloride-ionic current carries water molecules by an electro-osmotic flow
into the occluded solution. The final steady concentration of chloride ions under
the anion-selective rust layer is thus determined by the ratio of the transference
number, τCl− , of chloride ions to the transport number, τH2O, of water molecules
for the layer [48].

As the local chloride ion concentration increases under the anion-selective rust
layer, the occluded solution acidifies and eventually accelerates the corrosion of
the underlying metal. In order to prevent metallic corrosion due to the enriched
chloride ions from occurring under the anion-selective rust, we need to make the
rust less anion selective or turn it cation selective by some means such as the
adsorption of multivalent anions on the rust, as mentioned earlier.

We next consider a precipitate of cation-selective rust that covers over the
surface of corroding metal. The anodic ion transport carries no chloride ions
inward through the rust layer, but mainly carries hydrated hydrogen ions (protons)
migrating outward from the occluded solution into the outside solution. No
accumulation of both chloride and hydrogen ions is thus expected to occur in the
occluded solution, where the depression of hydrogen ions causes the basification
of the solution and stimulates rust precipitation. Furthermore, the electro-osmotic
outward water flow along with the hydrogen ion migration counteracts the inward
water diffusion into the occluded solution. Dehydration of the occluded solution
may thus occur, resulting in the depletion of water required for anodic metal
dissolution, which may suppress the corrosion of the underlying metal.

Metallic corrosion sometimes produces a bipolar rust layer consisting of an
anion-selective inner layer and a cation-selective outer layer. The bipolar rust
layer may be realized by means of the adsorption of multivalent anions, which
turns an outer rust layer cation selective on the inner anion-selective rust layer.
The ionic bipolar layer, just like a p–n electronic junction that adjusts electronic
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transport in semiconductors, rectifies the ionic current across the bipolar junction,
suppressing in the anodic direction the ionic migration across the rust layer [44].
Furthermore, the high barrier for ionic transport generates at the bipolar junction
a high electric field and makes the bipolar layer dehydrate into a layer of compact
corrosion-resistive rust. We thus assume that the bipolar ion-selective rust layer is
likely to inhibit metallic corrosion, bringing the metal into the passive state. It is
an observed fact that pitting corrosion in stainless steel containing molybdenum
is inhibited by the molybdate ion adsorption that makes an outer rust layer cation
selective on the original, anion selective rust deposit [49, 50].

It is worth noting at the end that the ion-selective nature of corrosion rust
remains valid as long as the concentration of migrating ions is comparable with or
less than that of the fixed charge in the rust. If the rust is so coarsely porous that the
migrating ion may receive little influence from the fixed charge, no ion-selective
migration is expected to occur. In contrast, if the rust is so dense that no hydrated
ions may penetrate into it, the normal solid-state diffusion of dehydrated ions will
take over only under an extremely intense electric field.

1.5.3
Electron-Selective Rust

We suppose that metallic corrosion produces n-type semiconductor rust of metal
oxides or hydroxides on the metal surface. The corrosion potential, Ecorr, of an
isolated metal is usually different from the electrode potential of an isolated
semiconducting oxide of the metal. Semiconductor oxide in general sets its
electrode potential at around its flat band potential, Efb, where no space charge
arises in the semiconductor. For most metals and their oxides in practical use, the
flat-band potential of n-type oxides is more negative (cathodic) than the corrosion
potential of the metals. The n-type rust oxide in contact with the metal consequently
shifts the corrosion potential more negative to equate the Fermi level, εF, of the
metal with that of the semiconductor oxide, thus giving rise to a space charge
layer in the semiconductor oxide, as schematically shown in Figure 1.12. As a
result of shifting the corrosion potential in the more negative direction, the n-type
semiconductor rust appears to reduce the metallic corrosion, whose rate normally
increases with the more positive potential. Furthermore, under the sunlight that
injects photo-exited mobile holes (electron vacancies) in the valence band of electron
energy levels in the semiconductor, the potential of the space charge layer is reduced
in the semiconductor and the corrosion potential consequently shifts further in the
more negative direction, resulting in a further decrease in the corrosion rate.

Metallic corrosion in the active state usually increases as the corrosion potential
shifts in the positive (anodic) direction, and in the passive state also, pitting
corrosion occurs at more positive potentials than the pit-initiation potential, Epit.
It is then advantageous for protecting metals from general and localized corrosion
that the corrosion potential is made more negative by placing a mass of n-type
semiconductor rust on the metal surface. It is also worth noting that for some
n-type semiconductor oxides under photo-excitation, anodic water oxidation may
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Figure 1.12 Electron energy diagrams for metal and n-type oxide in contact with each
other in aqueous solution: (a) prior to contact; (b) posterior to contact; and (c) un-
der photo-excitation; M is the metal, MO is the metal oxide, εF is the Fermi level, ε∗

F is
the quasi-Fermi level for photo-excited holes in oxide, εC is the conduction band edge
level, εV is the valence band edge level, and εOX is the Fermi level of oxygen electrode
reaction.

occur producing gaseous oxygen even at potentials much more negative (cathodic)
than the oxygen equilibrium potential. The anodic photo-excited water oxidation on
the semiconductor, if coupled with cathodic oxidant reduction on the metal, may
take over the anodic metal dissolution, and hence the metal may be protected from
corrosion. We see that metallic copper and stainless steel were prevented from
corrosion when they were brought into contact with n-type titanium oxide [50, 51].
The effectiveness of corrosion protection due to the n-type semiconductor, by its
nature, depends on the ratio of the surface area of the metal to the semiconductor
oxide. For stainless steel in contact with an n-type semiconductor of titanium oxide,
effective corrosion inhibition was observed at the metal–oxide area ratio less than
one tenth [51].

For most metal oxides and hydroxides of p-type semiconductors, in contrast,
the flat band potential, Efb, is more positive (anodic) than the corrosion potential,
Ecorr, of the metals. The corroding metal hence shifts its corrosion potential in
the more positive (anodic) direction when it is brought in contact with a mass
of p-type semiconductor oxide. Photo-excitation, in addition, further shifts the
corrosion potential in the more positive direction. Metallic corrosion may then
be accelerated if some p-type semiconductor rust is formed on the metal surface.
In particular, pitting corrosion that occurs beyond the pit-initiation potential may
break out in the presence of p-type semiconductor oxides on the metal. We also note
that the photo-excitation of electrons from the valence band into the conduction
band of p-type semiconductor oxide makes it thermodynamically possible for the
cathodic hydrogen ion reduction to occur on the photo-excited p-type oxide even
in the potential range much more positive (anodic) than the equilibrium hydrogen
potential. It appears, as a result, that metallic copper, which suffers no corrosion
without oxygen gas, may corrode even in the absence of gaseous oxygen, with the
cathodic hydrogen ion reduction occurring on a mass of p-type copper oxides in
contact with the metal under sunlight or radioactive rays. Hydrogen ion reduction
involves radioexcited electrons in the conduction band of the p-type copper oxide.
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1.5.4
Redox Rust

Corrosion rust is occasionally subject to redox reactions on metals. We consider
iron rust consisting of hydrous ferrous and ferric oxides, which are sensitive to
reduction–oxidation reaction on the corroding iron surface.

Fe(OH)3 + H+
aq + e−

M = Fe(OH)2 + H2O (1.26)

For the redox reaction to occur, electrons and hydrogen ions will have to migrate
through the hydrous oxide toward the reaction partners. In the cathodic reaction,
hydrogen ions and electrons both migrate to ferric hydroxide to form ferrous
hydroxide releasing water. The anodic reaction, inversely, draws both hydrogen
ions and electrons out of ferrous hydroxide, with hydrogen ions migrating outward
to the aqueous solution and electrons migrating inward to the metal surface. The
reaction rate may thus be controlled by either hydrogen ion migration or electronic
conduction in the redox rust.

The electrode potential of the ferric–ferrous redox reaction is normally more
positive than the corrosion potential of metallic iron. The redox oxide in contact
with the metal hence makes the corrosion potential of the metal more positive, and
it also provides the metal corrosion with the cathodic reaction as follows:

Fe → Fe2+
aq + 2e−

M anodic reaction (1.27)

2Fe(OH)3 + 2H+
aq + 2e−

M → 2Fe(OH)2 + 2H2O cathodic reaction (1.28)

The ferrous oxide thus reduced may then be oxidized by atmospheric gaseous
oxygen to form ferric oxide on the metal.

2Fe(OH)2 + 2H2O → 2Fe(OH)3 + 2H+
aq + 2e−

M anodic reaction (1.29)

1
2

O2 + 2 H+
aq + 2e−

M → H2O cathodic reaction (1.30)

The rate of the cathodic reduction of hydrous ferric oxide may be greater than the
rate of the cathodic reduction of gaseous oxygen that normally occurs on the metal
surface, hence the corrosion rate of metallic iron may be greater in the presence of
ferric–ferrous redox oxide than in its absence on the metal surface. It is received
understanding that the presence of redox rust may accelerate the corrosion of
metals.

1.6
Atmospheric Corrosion

1.6.1
Atmospheric Corrosion Chemistry

Metallic iron and steel corrode in the moist atmosphere. The corrosion initially
produces hydrated ferrous ions at the anode part and hydrated hydroxide ions at
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the cathode part where air–oxygen is reduced to hydroxide ions, OH−
aq. Hydrated

ferrous ions in general arise in a variety of forms, such as Fe2+
aq , Fe(OH)+aq,

Fe(OH)0
2,aq, and Fe(OH)−3,aq, depending on the pH of the solution. As the ferrous

ion concentration exceeds its solubility limit, gel-like ferrous hydroxide, Fe(OH)2,gel,
precipitates out on the metal surface. According to thermodynamic calculations,
gel-like ferrous hydroxide in pure water remains in equilibrium at pH 9.31 with its
solubility at 1.27 × 10−5 mol dm−3 [52].

The hydrated ferrous ions initially formed in corrosion then air-oxidize into the
solid precipitate of ferric hydroxide, Fe(OH)3,solid.

4
[
Fe2+

aq + 2OH−
aq

]
+ O2 + 2H2O → 4Fe(OH)3,solid (1.31)

The term
[
Fe2+

aq + 2OH−
aq

]
denotes the initial corrosion products at both anode

and cathode parts. In the presence of a fair amount of gel-like ferrous hydroxide,
Fe(OH)2,gel, which maintains the solution at pH 9.31, the corrosion-produced
ferrous ions in the hydrated form readily air-oxidize into the solid precipitate of
ferric hydroxide, Fe(OH)3,solid, and simultaneously, the pH of the solution changes
to 7 with the solubility limit of ferric hydroxide at 1.20 × 10−8 mol dm−3 [52].

The ferric hydroxide precipitate thus formed gradually dehydrates into a mass of
ferric oxyhydroxide.

Fe(OH)3,solid → FeOOHsolid + H2O (1.32)

Solid ferric oxyhydroxide FeOOHsolid occurs in a variety of compounds such as
α-FeOOH, β-FeOOH, γ -FeOOH, and amorphous FeOOH. A mass of α-FeOOH is
the most stable, β-FeOOH is formed in the presence of chloride ions, γ -FeOOH
is relatively stable, and an aggregate of amorphous FeOOH consists of extremely
fine α-FeOOH particles. The ferric oxyhydroxide thus formed in the early stage
of corrosion tends to aggregate into a mass of dense solid precipitate in the pH
range of 7–9.31, in which the oxyhydroxide retains almost no surface charge on it
and hence readily coagulates into a mass of its precipitate [53]. The solubility limit
of α-FeOOH is 1.51 × 10−13 mol dm−3 and is much smaller than that of ferric
hydroxide Fe(OH)3,solid [52].

Furthermore, the gel-like ferrous hydroxide of Fe(OH)2,gel formed in an early
stage of corrosion air-oxidizes and dehydrates into magnetite, Fe3O4,solid, whose
solubility limit is 1.10 × 10−13 mol dm−3 at pH 9.31 [52].

6Fe(OH)2,gel + O2 → 2Fe3O4,solid + 6 H2O (1.33)

The magnetite thus formed may be more or less electrochemically reactive,
absorbing and desorbing hydrogen ions and electrons as well.

For metallic iron and steel containing alloying transition metal, M, atmospheric
corrosion oxidizes the alloying metal into ferrite, MFe2O4, which then takes part in
the rusting process. The ferrite may come out not only from the alloying elements
but also from surface-coating substances on the metal.

2 M(OH)2,solid + 4Fe(OH)2,solid + O2 → 2MFe2O4,solid + 4 H2O (1.34)
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The solubility of transition metal ferrites, such as ZnFe2O4, is as small as that of
α-FeOOH [52]. We see that, although occupying a minor concentration, transition
metal ferrites play a significant role in developing anticorrosion rust in weathering
steels as mentioned in the following sections [54].

Atmospheric corrosion normally proceeds in the cycles of wet and dry environ-
ments. According to what is called the Evans model [55], the anodic metal dissolution
in the wet period is coupled with the cathodic reduction of ferric oxyhydroxide into
reactive magnetite.

Fe → Fe2+
aq + 2e−

M anodic reaction (1.35)

8FeOOH + Fe2+
aq + 2e−

M → 3Fe3O4 + 4H2O cathodic reduction (1.36)

In the dry stage, the reactive magnetite air-oxidizes into ferric oxyhydroxide.

4Fe3O4 + 8H2O → 12FeOOH + 4H+
aq + 4e−

M anodic oxidation (1.37)

O2 + 2H2O + 4H+
aq + 4e−

M → 4 H2O cathodic reaction (1.38)

Combining the wet process with the dry process, we obtain the overall wet–dry
corrosion process.

4Fe + 3O2 + 2H2O → 4FeOOH (1.39)

It is mainly iron oxyhydroxide rust that occurs in the atmospheric corrosion of
metallic iron and steel.

In general, atmospheric corrosion frequently develops the rust into a multilayered
structure composed of a variety of iron oxides, hydroxides, and oxyhydroxides
mentioned above. It is also observed that as the rusting progresses the corrosive
hydroxide rust gradually turns into the more corrosion-resistive rust consisting
mainly of α-FeOOH and amorphous FeOOH. The aged rust grows in an imbricate
pattern, and the received wisdom is that the smaller imbricate scale provides
weathering steels with more corrosion-resistive character.

1.6.2
Weathering Steel Corrosion

Air pollutants such as chloride and sulfate, if present in the atmospheric moisture,
penetrate the rust layer and create an anode channel for local corrosion. As the
anodic metal dissolution progresses, the chloride and sulfate ions tend to accumu-
late in the anode channel where the aqueous solution acidifies. The concentrated
ferrous chloride ions at 1 mol dm−3 solution acidifies the solution at pH 4.75,
where no ferrous hydroxide is allowed to precipitate in the solid state because of

its solubility greater than 1 mol dm−3. Hydrated ferrous chloride,
[
Fe2+

aq + 2Cl−aq

]
,

dissolved in local corrosion then gradually air-oxidizes and precipitates into ferric
hydroxide rust in the anode channel, simultaneously producing hydrochloric acid[
H+

aq + Cl−aq

]
.

4
[
Fe2+

aq + 2Cl−aq

]
+ O2 + 10H2O → 4Fe(OH)3,solid + 8

[
H+

aq + Cl−aq

]
(1.40)
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The acidified anode channel itself, however, still maintains a significant concen-
tration of hydrated ferrous and ferric ions. These hydrated ions gradually leak
out of the anode channel and air-oxidize into corrosion rust outside the anode
channel. A model calculation estimates for the total concentration of corroded iron
at 1 mol dm−3 that air-oxidation finally gives rise to the solution that contains
0.590 mol dm−3 of Fe+3

aq and 0.096 mol dm−3 of FeOH+2
aq at the acidic level of

pH 1.41 [52]. In the calculation, one-third of the corroded iron precipitates as
gel-like ferric hydroxide, Fe(OH)3,solid, in the anode channel at pH 1.41. Owing to
its substantial surface charge in acidic solution, the gel-like ferric oxide assumes
almost no aggregation into solid precipitates but disperses itself in the acidified
anode channel, gradually dehydrating into β-FeOOH. The gel-like β-FeOOH then
diffuses out forming a flowing mass of nonprotective yellow rust on the metal
surface. The remaining two thirds of corroded iron remains in the form of soluble
complexes of ferric ions and diffuses out of the anode channel to precipitate into
several varieties of fresh corrosion rust in the neutral solution outside the aged rust
layer.

In the anode channel containing acidified chloride ions and ferric ions, metallic
iron corrodes with the cathodic oxidant reduction of hydrogen ions and ferric
ions.

Fe +
[
2 H+

aq + 2Cl−aq

]
→

[
Fe2+

aq + 2Cl−aq

]
+ H2 (1.41)

Fe +
[
2Fe3+

aq + 6Cl−aq

]
→

[
3Fe2+

aq + 6Cl−aq

]
(1.42)

The acidic corrosion reactions continue occurring as long as the anode channel
keeps its solution sufficiently acidic.

Weathering steels are normally subject to cyclic wet–dry corrosion in the
atmosphere. In the wet period, they corrode locally, producing yellow rust that
flows out of the aged rust layers on the steels. In the dry period, on the other
hand, the freshly formed rust dehydrates and air-oxidizes into a dense rust
layer. The corrosion rust develops, as a result, into a multilayered structure
successively consisting of dense and coarse rust layers formed in the dry and wet
periods.

Long-term observations of atmospheric corrosion of steels show that a linear
bilogarithmic relation holds between the corrosion weight loss or penetration, wcorr,
and the time, t, of corrosion for 20–30 years [56, 57].

wcorr = k1tk2

log wcorr = A + B log t (1.43)

Parameters k1, k2, A, and B are dependent on the type of steel materials and on the
corrosion environments. No theoretical background has so far been made clear of
Eq. (1.36), which, however, can be used to predict atmospheric corrosion for longer
periods.
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1.6.3
Anticorrosion Rust

It comes out of the foregoing discussion that the key point for weathering steel
corrosion is to make the soluble product of ferrous ions air-oxidize as soon as
possible into insoluble ferric hydroxide, which eventually turns to be anticorrosion
rust on the metal surface. In general, the rate of air-oxidation of hydrated ferrous
ions is much greater in neutral solution than in acid solution where no air oxidation
of the ions virtually occurs. Once gel-like ferric hydroxide and ferrous hydroxide are
formed in water, the solution remains around pH 7–9.31 where the air oxidation
rate of ferrous ions is great. In the presence of chloride ions, however, the solution
acidifies in the anode channel and hence reduces the rate of the air-oxidation of
ferrous ions, eventually counteracting the formation of anticorrosion rust.

It is found that the presence of cupric ions, Cu2+, and phosphate ions, PO3−
4 ,

catalytically accelerates the air-oxidation of ferrous ions even in acid solution [58].
Weathering steels usually contain copper and phosphorus as alloying elements,
which dissolve in the form of hydrated ions. The dissolved cupric and phosphate
ions increase the rate of the air oxidation of ferrous ions into solid ferric hydroxide
in the acidified anode channel, and they thus contribute to the formation of
anticorrosion rust.

For some reason not yet made clear, cupric ions Cu2+ also influence the
coagulation of hydroxide and prevent ferric hydroxide from crystallizing into coarse
nonresistive aggregates [59, 60]. The rust then remains amorphous and grows into
a dense, void-free barrier layer of anticorrosive rust. In general, transition metal
ions such as Ti4+

aq , Co2+
aq , Cr3+

aq , and Ni2+
aq , which all come from alloying elements

in weathering steels, are also found to catalyze the formation of amorphous iron
rust [61, 62]. It is the received understanding that the amorphous rust of ferric
oxyhydroxide is much more anticorrosive than the coarse crystalline oxide rust.

The ion-selective character of rust may also affect the corrosion of weathering
steels. As mentioned earlier, the rust layer of cation-selective character prevents the
occluded solution in the anode channel from being acidified and thus contributes to
the formation of corrosion-resistive rust. The rust layer of anion-selective character,
on the other hand, tends to make the anode channel acidify, thus retarding the
formation of anticorrosion rust. It is, as mentioned earlier, the fixed charge on the
inner surface of the rust that generates the ion-selective nature of the rust. The fixed
charge depends on various factors such as adsorbed acid–base hydroxyl groups,
nonstoichiometric surface composition, and specific adsorption of multivalent
ions. In general, the surface charge of iron oxides and hydroxides is positive in
the acidic range of water and negative in the basic range of water. The border pH,
called the isoelectric point pHiso, differs with different sorts of iron rust. It appears
that the more acidic is the isoelectric point the more corrosion resistive is the rust.
It is noted that the specific adsorption of multivalent anions such as PO3−

4 and
CrO2−

4,aq, which come from alloying elements P and Cr in weathering steels, makes
the isoelectric point pH, pHiso, of the iron rust more acidic and hence contributes
to the formation of anticorrosive rust layers on the steels.
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1.7
Concluding Remarks

Corrosion science has made clear that metallic corrosion is in essence an electro-
chemical process combined with Lewis acid–base reactions at the interface between
the metal and the environment, hence the corrosion potential plays a primary role
in the process of corrosion. We have, however, a number of crucial issues to be
studied to understand further the electrochemical and Lewis acid–base character
of metallic corrosion at the molecular level.

In this chapter we have discussed metallic corrosion only under normal con-
ditions. We note that corrosion also occurs under mechanical stresses leading to
environmental cracking, stress corrosion cracking, erosion corrosion, and cavita-
tion corrosion. Furthermore, materials other than metals, such as semiconductors,
ionic solids, ceramics, and organic polymers, are also more or less all subject to
corrosion [63].
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